Children and Young People Transformation Programme
System-wide Paediatric Observations Tracking (SPOT) Programme - Testing Update

18th November 2021

Our approach to testing using a staggered start….
We are aware that some hospitals are experiencing significant pressures and resources and capacity may be an issue. Following feedback from
the readiness survey the SPOT national team have been working with a small number of sites who were close to ready to test in October 2021.
This group of sites are the usability testing sites. This period of testing was anticipated to take 4 weeks but has now needed to be extended for
an additional few weeks.

The remainder of sites were asked to identify if they could test later (November 2021) this year following the usability testing. As the usability
testing has taken longer than expected we will be pushing back the commencement of testing for this next cohort of sites, who identified as
being ready for the next phase (implementation phase) in November. We anticipate this will be a delay to early December and will provide and
anticipated timelines are provided here.

SPOT Team to recom m end a
buddying system where
possible

Usability

•Commenced in mid October 2021
•3 sites involved in this testing

Implementation testing

Digital and early adopter testing

NATIONAL ROLLOUT

•December for preparatory phase 2021 – active phase begins in January
2022
•Additional 13 sites confirmed

•TBC 2022
•Remaining sites who have required more time for
development and support/detailed specification

•SPRING 2022

Key issues and timelines for staggered testing…

Usability
testing go live

The usability testing sites will test for a minimum period of two weeks and this learning will contribute to a report

Prototype 3
Early Dec 2021

The usability sites have been testing the prototype (2) chart and there are some minor changes. Therefore a
Prototype 3 will be published prior to implementation testing.

Usability testing
report cascaded
on 9th Dec

The National SPOT team will cascade the learning from this phase to the implementation sites on the 9th of
December. The report will be published on the NHS Futures Platform

Im plem entation
sites training
period 9th Dec23rd Dec 2021

Following learning form the usability phase the National Team recommend a period of at least two weeks to train
and familiarise the testers and sites with the process of testing and the new charts

Im plem entation
sites eligible to
go live from 23rd
Dec

As the 23rd is the Christmas period we recommend sites use this time to prepare and train staff who will be
participating, ready for going live with testing in the New Year (Jan 2022).

Key considerations

Printing : Agree a lead in time with external printers where relevant, this is to ensure that you have Prototype 3
printed for testing in the implementation phase (charts do not have to be printed for the 9th December, this is when
we begin training and preparation with you)

Flexibility on go live date: We do not require sites to go live on a specific date, and sites can commence testing
slightly later if they need more preparation time. Please work with your PSC leads and update the SPOT team.
PLEASE READ THE FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ON THE FUTURES PLATFORM FOR MORE INFORMATION
AROUND KEY ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR TESTING
www.england.nhs.uk
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contribute to the learning for the
usability report
• Carry out active testing in the next 23 w eeks (18th Nov-9th Dec)
• Provide feedback to the SPOT
national team at w eekly intervals – via
reporting or during the collaborative

• Aw ait Prototype 3 of the chart in
Early Decem ber 2021, before
commissioning printing, noting that
there w ill be a tw o w eek
preparation/training phase from the
9th December
• Review the Usability report findings

Early Adoptors

• Agree Prototype 3 amendments and

Implementation sites

Usability Sites

What are the next steps for your site….

• Aw ait Prototype 4 from the

Implementation phase before
commissioning printing.
• Work the national team to ensure
that digital amendments and the
correct functionality is in place.

before the 9th Decem ber 2021.
• Ensure Testing Initiation Document

drop in sessions.

is up to date.

• Review and comment on the

• Review the follow ing guidance

follow ing guidance during active

provided by National Team to ask

testing:

questions during the preparation

• Escalation document

phase of testing:

• Training document

• Escalation document
• Training document
• Outcome measures guidance
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